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Composition and structure of the RuO2„110… surface in an O2 and CO environment:
Implications for the catalytic formation of CO 2

Karsten Reuter and Matthias Scheffler
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany

~Received 27 January 2003; published 7 July 2003!

The phase diagram of surface structures for the model catalyst RuO2(110) in contact with a gas environment
of O2 and CO is calculated by density-functional theory and atomistic thermodynamics. Adsorption of the
reactants is found to depend crucially on temperature and partial pressures in the gas phase. Assuming that a
catalyst surface under steady-state operation conditions is close to a constrained thermodynamic equilibrium,
we are able to rationalize a number of experimental findings on the CO oxidation over RuO2(110). We also
calculated reaction pathways and energy barriers. Based on the various results the importance of phase coex-
istence conditions is emphasized as these will lead to an enhanced dynamics at the catalyst surface. Such
conditions may actuate an additional, kinetically controlled reaction mechanism on RuO2(110).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.045407 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Md, 68.43.Bc, 82.65.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

A prerequisite for analyzing and understanding the el
tronic properties and the function of surfaces is detai
knowledge of the atomic structure, i.e., the surface comp
tion and geometry. In this respect the experimental te
niques of ultrahigh-vacuum~UHV! surface sciencehave sig-
nificantly helped to build our current understanding,1 and
sometimes these UHV results can be related to high-pres
applications, like catalysis or corrosion. Often, howev
such an extrapolation is not straightforward and may even
impossible.2 This is due to the fact that some surface stru
tures that can be stabilized in UHV—sometimes by soph
ticated preparation, annealing, and post-dosing procedur
may not exist at high temperatureT and high pressurep. And
structures that exist at high pressure may be hard or e
impossible to identify or stabilize under UHV condition
Obviously, knowing what structures dominate the hig
pressure application one is interested in is crucial for find
a way to prepare the same or a similar situation under U
conditions, in order to then perform controlled, atomistic e
periments. Thus, the determination of a (T,p) phase dia-
gram, covering the surface phases from UHV to realis
conditions, appears to be critical for a meaningful and s
bridging of the pressure gap, enabling a surface science s
relevant to the high-pressure problem.

The concept of first-principles atomistic thermo
dynamics3–6 enables us to calculate such surface phase
grams, and for metal oxides this approach has rece
proved to be most valuable~see, for example, Refs. 7–10!.
Using density-functional theory, one calculates the free e
gies of all plausible surface compositions and geometries
order to identify the lowest-energy structure for a given co
dition of the thermodynamic reservoirs for the atoms a
electrons. In Ref. 9 we described the approach in detail f
one-component gas phase, and we now extend it to a m
component environment also employing the concept o
‘‘constrained thermodynamic equilibrium’’; at the end w
will also analyze~and emphasize! the role of kinetic effects.
A short paper on this study has already appeared.10

We believe that the discussion below is relevant to oxi
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tion catalysis at a ruthenium catalyst, but the applicability
the methodology is much wider. From the calculated surf
phase diagram, a number of conclusions on the experim
tally reported high efficiency of this oxide surface11–19 can
already be drawn. Most notably, we emphasize that
phase conditions, which correspond to a coexistence of
ferent surface phases, may lead to an enhanced dynamic
be particularly important for catalytic applications. For th
specific example of the RuO2(110) surface we find that suc
phase coexistence conditions at high partial pressures en
a reaction mechanism, which does not play a role otherw
Interestingly, the energy barrier is found to be even low
than that of other mechanisms considered so far.15,20

II. THEORY

Our approach connects density-functional theory~DFT!
total-energy calculations andatomistic thermodynamics.3–6

In a preceding publication the procedure was described
an oxide surface in equilibrium with a one-component g
phase.9 We will therefore recapitulate it here only briefly
concentrating now on the extension to a multicomponent
phase and a ‘‘constrained thermodynamic equilibrium.’’ F
clarity we will stick to the specific example of a RuO2(110)
surface in contact with a gas phase environment formed
O2 and CO. The generalization to other surfaces in con
with arbitrary multicomponent gas or even liquid phases
straightforward.

A. Surface free energy

For a surface in equilibrium with atomic reservoirs~de-
fined by a gas or liquid phase environment, or a macrosco
bulk phase!, the most relevant structures are characterized
a low surface free energy, which is defined as

g~T,$pi%!5
1

A FG2(
i

Nim i~T,pi !G . ~1!

Here,G is the Gibbs free energy of the solid with the surfa
we would like to study. If a slab is used, there are two s
faces~the top and the bottom side!, both of which are then,
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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of course, to be considered in the~total! surface areaA. Here,
m i(T,pi) is the chemical potential of the species ofi th type
~here, i 5Ru, O2, CO!, and Ni is the number of atoms~or
molecules! of the i th species in the considered reservoir.T
and$pi% are the temperature and the partial pressures of
various species. Considering the presence of two indep
dent reservoirs of O2 and CO implies that O2 and CO mol-
ecules, though their mix forms the environment, are no
equilibrium with each other: From energy consideratio
alone, CO2 would result as the most stable gas phase m
ecule for almost all temperature and pressure conditionif
the environment were able to attain thermodynamic equi
rium with itself. However, the large free energy barrier f
the gas phase reaction CO11/2O2→CO2 prevents this reac
tion from playing any role in the time scales of intere
Thus, our treatment ignores~because of good reasons! CO2
formation in the gas phase, and only at the end of our st
~Secs. III D–III F! will we consider that such a reaction ma
take place between species that are adsorbed on the su
As a consequence, the oxygen and CO chemical potentia
this ‘‘constrained thermodynamic equilibrium’’ situation a
given by the expressions discussed in the next paragrap

With respect to the Ru chemical potential we note
other constraint of the present study: namely, the presenc
macroscopic quantities of bulk RuO2. If the temperature is
not too low, this RuO2 material is in equilibrium with the O2
environment which implies

mRu1mO2
5gRuO2

bulk , ~2!

wheregRuO2

bulk (T,pRuO2
) is the Gibbs free energy of the bul

oxide ~per formula unit!. Inserting this into Eq.~1! to elimi-
nate mRu and rewriting it for a slab calculation with two
equivalent surfaces leads to a surface free energy, whic
now a mere function of the chemical potentials determin
by the equilibrium with the gas phase reservoirs—nam
mCO andmO2

:

g~T,pO2
,pCO!

5
1

A
$@Gslab

surf~T,$pi%,$Ni%!2NRugRuO2

bulk ~T,pRuO2
!#

1~2NRu2NO!mO~T,pO2
!2NCOmCO~T,pCO!%. ~3!

Here we also used thatNO52NO2
and mO5(1/2)mO2

. The

Gibbs free energies of the slab and of the RuO2 bulk can be
calculated by density-function theory, evaluating the total
ergies and the vibrational spectra.9 As apparent from Eq.~3!,
g(T,pO2

,pCO) depends only on thedifferenceof the Gibbs
free energies of the bulk and the slab results. In our previ
work we could show that for RuO2 the vibrational energy
and entropy contributions to thisdifferenceof Gibbs free
energies cancel to a large extent,9 and we will therefore re-
place the slab and bulk Gibbs free energies by the co
sponding total energies. We note, however, that for ot
systems this procedure can cause a noticeable error. Fur
more, we note~details are discussed in the Appendix! that
some surface phases may be disordered which gives ris
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configurational entropy. On the energy scale relevant to
present study, this configurational-entropy contribution
negligible ~cf. the Appendix!.

B. Chemical potentials

The chemical potentials of O and CO, which enter E
~3!, are determined by the condition of thermodynamic eq
librium with the surrounding gas phase reservoirs. Th
their temperature and pressure dependence is

mO~T,pO2
!5

1

2 FEO2

total1m̃O2
~T,p0!1kBT lnS pO2

p0 D G ~4!

and

mCO~T,pCO!5ECO
total1m̃CO~T,p0!1kBT lnS pCO

p0 D . ~5!

The temperature dependence ofm̃O2
(T,p0) and m̃CO(T,p0)

includes the contributions from vibrations and rotations
the molecules, as well as the ideal gas entropy at 1 atm
can be calculated, but in this paper we will simply use t
experimental values from thermodynamic tables,9,21 given in
Table I.

TheT50 K values of the O2 and CO chemical potential
EO2

total andECO
total are the total energies of the isolated molecu

~including zero-point vibrations!, and for these we will use
our DFT results. We note that state-of-the-art DFT total e
ergies of the O2 molecule are subject to a noticeable err
Again, for the present study this error is not crucial and c
partially be circumvented9; however, for other systems i
maybe important to treatEO2

total differently ~see, for example,

the case of silver oxide discussed in Ref. 22!.
In the following we will present the resulting surface e

ergies as a function of the chemical potentials—i.e.,
(mO,mCO) space. Equations~4! and ~5! describe how these
chemical potentials can be converted into pressure scale
any specific temperature. We will exemplify this below b
showing pressure scales atT5300 K andT5600 K in order
to elucidate the physical meaning behind the obtain
results.

TABLE I. m̃O2
(T,p0) and m̃CO(T,p0) in the temperature range

of interest to our study. The employed entropy and entha
changes are taken from the JANAF thermochemical tables ap0

51 atm ~Ref. 21!.

T m̃O2
(T,p0) m̃CO(T,p0) T m̃O2

(T,p0) m̃CO(T,p0)

100 K 20.16 eV 20.14 eV 600 K 21.22 eV 21.18 eV
200 K 20.34 eV 20.33 eV 700 K 21.46 eV 21.40 eV
300 K 20.54 eV 20.53 eV 800 K 21.70 eV 21.64 eV
400 K 20.76 eV 20.73 eV 900 K 21.98 eV 21.88 eV
500 K 21.00 eV 20.95 eV 1000 K 22.20 eV 22.12 eV
7-2
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C. DFT computations

The total energies entering Eq.~3! are obtained by DFT
calculations using the full-potential linear augmented pla
wave method23–25 ~FP-LAPW! together with the generalize
gradient approximation~GGA! for the exchange-correlatio
functional.26 The RuO2(110) surface is modeled in a supe
cell geometry, employing a symmetric slab consisting
three rutile O-~RuO!-O trilayers as shown in Fig. 1. Al
atomic positions within the outermost trilayer were fully r
laxed. A vacuum region of'11 Å ensures the decoupling o
the surfaces of consecutive slabs as described previous9

The FP-LAPW basis set parameters areRMT
Ru 51.8 bohr,

RMT
O 51.1 bohr, RMT

C 51.0 bohr, wave function expansio
inside the muffin tins up tol max

wf 512, and potential expansio
up to l max

pot 54. For the RuO2(110) slabs the (131) Brillouin
zone ~BZ! integration was performed using a (531031)
Monkhorst-Pack grid with 50~15! k points in the full~irre-
ducible! part of the BZ. The energy cutoff for the plane-wa
representation in the interstitial region between the muf
tin spheres wasEwf

max520 Ry for the wave functions an
Epot

max5169 Ry for the potential. With one notable excepti
this is exactly the same basis set as used in our prece
work on RuO2(110) in contact with a pure O environment9

The calculated short CO bondlength of 1.15 Å~Expt.: 1.13
Å! forced us to reduce the oxygen muffin-tin radius from 1
bohr to 1.1 bohr, so that we had to increaseEwf

max from 17 Ry
to 20 Ry to achieve the same high level of convergence
detailed before.

FIG. 1. Side view of the chosen supercell setup~Ru5light, large
spheres, O5dark, medium spheres!. Each slab consists of thre
O-~RuO!-O trilayers, and the atoms of one such trilayer have b
whitened in the lower slab. Consecutive slabs are separated
vacuum region of'11 Å.
04540
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With this basis set, the computed binding energ
for the free O2 (EO2

bind526.07 eV), for the CO

(ECO
bind5211.42 eV), and for the CO2 (ECO2

bind5217.62 eV)

molecules are in very good agreement with previously
ported DFT values, while still showing the known overbin
ing with respect to experiment.27–29Note that the above val
ues contain zero-point vibrations that were estimated as 0
eV, 0.13 eV, and 0.30 eV, respectively. By comparison w
test calculations performed atEwf

max524 Ry, we conclude
that the absolute binding energies of O and CO at
RuO2(110) surface are converged within 0.15 eV/ato
which translates into surface free energy variations be
10 meV/Å2. For the differences between the computed
g(T,$pi%) of different surface phases, which are the quan
ties actually entering into the construction of the phase d
gram presented here, the error cancellation is even bette
a consequence, the numerical uncertainty of results discu
below is65 meV/Å2 ~with respect to the basis set and th
supercell approach!. While this error bar does not affect an
of the physical conclusions drawn, we note that it does
include the errors introduced by the more basic deficiency
density-functional theory—namely, the approximate nat
of the employed exchange-correlation functional—the eff
of which will be discussed in Sec. III C.

III. RESULTS

A. Stability range of RuO2

As we are interested in the adsorption of reactants o
stable RuO2 substrate, we first analyze the stability range
rutile RuO2 bulk. In our previous work9 we had already
shown that in a pure oxygen environment, themO variations
may be restricted to a finite range: Below the so-called ‘‘
poor limit’’ the oxide will decompose into Ru metal an
oxygen, i.e., the oxide is only stable if

gRuO2

bulk ,gRu
bulk12mO, ~6!

i.e., if

DmO.
1

2
@gRuO2

bulk 2gRu
bulk2EO2

total#. ~7!

Here DmO is defined asmO2(1/2)EO2

total. For T50 K the

right-hand side equals half of the low-temperature limit
the heat of formation,H f(T50 K,p50), for which our
DFT calculations giveH f(T50 K,p50)523.4 eV@the ex-
perimental result is23.19 eV ~Ref. 29!#. Thus, despite the
mentioned error inEO2

total, for H f there is a fortuitous error

cancellation. We note in passing that for the bulk phases
T andp dependence of the Gibbs free energies is small. Th
replacing the right-hand side of Eq.~7! by (1/2)H f(T
50 K) is a good approximation.

The ‘‘O-rich limit’’ refers to conditions where oxygen wil
condense, and this gives the other restriction

DmO,0. ~8!

n
a

7-3
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FIG. 2. Top view of the RuO2(110) surface explaining the location of the two prominent adsorption sites~bridge and cus!, which
continue the bulk-stacking sequence~central panel!. Also shown are perspective views of the two most stable terminations involving on
~left panel! and involving O and CO~right panel!. Ru5 light, large spheres, O5dark, medium spheres, C5white, small spheres. Atoms lying
in deeper layers have been whitened in the top view for clarity.
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Combining the above two equations gives the range ofDmO
we will consider in the later discussion as

1

2
H f~T50K,p50!,DmO~T,pO2

!,0. ~9!

RuO2 can also be destroyed~reduced! by carbon monox-
ide. In a pure CO environment the stability condition for t
oxide is

gRuO2

bulk 12mCO,gRu
bulk12mCO2

. ~10!

This can be written as

DmCO&2
1

2
@gRuO2

bulk 2gRu
bulk2EO2

total#2
1

2
EO2

bind2ECO
bind1ECO2

bind .

~11!

HereDmCO is defined asmCO2ECO
total. For the right-hand side

of Eq. ~11! ~at T50 K) our DFT result is21.5 eV @the
experimental result is21.33 eV~Ref. 21!#.

Let us now consider that O2 and CO are both present i
the gas phase. However, as mentioned earlier, we will c
sider the oxide~and its surface! in what we call a ‘‘con-
strained equilibrium’’; i.e. we consider that RuO2 is in ther-
modynamic equilibrium with O2 and with CO individually,
while the O2 and CO in the gas phase are not equilibrat
Combining Eqs.~7! and~11! defines a line in (DmO,DmCO)
space:

DmO2DmCO5C, ~12!

with C520.2 eV ~theory! and 20.26 eV ~experiment!.21

Above the line—i.e., forDmCO.Dm2C—RuO2 decom-
poses into Ru and below the line the oxide is stable. T
situation close to the line will be discussed, also for oth
oxides, in a subsequent publication.

Let us add a comment on the above treatment of the C2
molecules. As mentioned above, CO2 is assumed to be not in
thermodynamic equilibrium with any reservoir or any oth
species. A dynamical treatment of the CO2 gas flow is out-
side the scope of this paper, and as a first estimate
04540
n-

.

e
r

r

e

therefore use the single-molecule internal energy~total
energy plus vibrations and rotations! in Eq. ~10! and in the
following.

Corresponding to the thus derived stability conditio
we will only show our computed surface free energies
the limited range 21.68 eV,DmO(T,p),0.0 eV and
22.0 eV,DmCO(T,p),0.0 eV, and mark the instability
line, Eq. ~12!, by a white dotted line. Finally, we also not
that under very reducing conditions~low DmO, high DmCO)
CO will transfrom into graphite, which then determines t
C chemical potential and which, e.g., occurs forDmCO
50.0 eV for anyDmO,21.2 eV. The corresponding regio
will be marked by extra hatching in our graphs, although
corresponds to gas phase conditions where RuO2 is already
only metastable with respect to the aforedescribed C
induced decomposition.

B. Adsorption of O and CO on RuO2„110…

In the rutile RuO2 bulk structure, every Ru atom has s
oxygen neighbors and every oxygen atom three m
neighbors.9,30 The RuO2(110) surface structure is conve
niently explained on the basis of the mixed~RuO! plane
termination exhibiting threefold-coordinated O3 f lattice oxy-
gen atoms; cf. the middle panel in Fig. 2. The compu
lattice constants for the rectangular (131) surface unit cell
are (6.43 Å33.12 Å), which compare well with the exper
mentally reported values of (6.35 Å33.11Å).30,31 The sur-
face exhibits two distinct adsorption sites: namely, the
called coordinatively unsaturated~cus! site atop of fivefold
coordinated Ru atoms (Rucus), as well as the bridge site be
tween two fourfold-coordinated Ru atoms (Rubr); cf. Fig. 2.
The bulk stacking of the oxide would be continued by ox
gen atoms first occupying all bridge sites (Obr), this way
yielding the stoichiometric surface termination~upper left
panel of Fig. 2! that also arises naturally when cutting th
bulk between two of the subsequent O-~RuO!-O trilayers
shown in Fig. 1. Occupying also all cus sites (Ocus) then
leads to the third possible (131) termination of a rutile
~110! surface shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 2.9
7-4
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Adsorption of either O or CO is in principle also concei
able at other sites on the surface. However, extensive ca
lations with O and CO in such low-symmetry sites show
significantly lower binding energies compared to adsorpt
at the cus and bridge sites, which is why we will restrict o
discussion to these two prominent sites in the following.
also performed a systematic study of lower-coverage ph
using larger supercells up to (134) and (232) periodicity
to assess the importance of lateral interactions between
adsorbates. The obtained binding energies for both ad
bates varied by less than 150 meV, reflecting rather w
lateral interactions beyond the direct first-neighbor cus-br
teraction@implicitly contained within our DFT-computed to
tal energies of (131) phases#. Correspondingly, we will
only consider (131) phases in the following and defer
detailed discussion of the more dilute phases to a forthc
ing publication.32

Depending if the bridge and cus site within a (131) cell
is either occupied by O or CO or empty, nine different a
sorption geometries result. For these we introduce a sh
hand notation indicating first the occupancy of the bridge a
then of the cus site: e.g., Obr/– for O adsorption at the bridg
site, the cus site being empty. Having computed the t
energies of all nine combinations, we only find the four d
picted in perspective views in the side panels in Fig. 2 to
relevant in the context of a high-pressure gas phase and
consequently dedicate ourselves to them for clarity.

From our calculations we obtain a number ofT50 K
binding energies, which are given in Table II. Good agr
ment for CO is obtained with other DFT calculations.20,33–35

Also the value for Obr agrees nicely with the value reporte
by Liu et al.20 On the other hand, all oxygen binding ene
gies are;0.8 eV stronger than those reported by Seitson
and co-workers.33–35 We are unable to explain this discre
ancy, but note that our Ocus binding energy of abou
21 eV ~with respect to 1/2EO2

total) is consistent with the ther

modesorption temperature ofT5300–550 K reported for
this species.14

From the numbers listed in Table II we see that O adso
tion at bridge sites is in general significantly stronger th
adsorption at the cus sites, which is comprehensible con
ering the on-top, onefold bonding geometry at the cus s
compared to the bridge, twofold bonding geometry at

TABLE II. Calculated binding energies in (131) phases on
RuO2(110). The values are given with respect to the free O2 and
CO molecule respectively, zero-point vibrations not included.

Species Phase Binding energy

Obr Obr/– 22.44 eV/atom
Obr Obr/Ocus 22.23 eV/atom
Obr Obr/COcus 22.37 eV/atom
Ocus Obr/Ocus 20.99 eV/atom
O3f Obr/– 23.59 eV/atom
COcus Obr/COcus 21.26 eV/atom
COcus CObr/COcus 21.26 eV/atom
CObr CObr/COcus 21.58 eV/atom
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bridge sites; cf. Fig. 2. Interestingly, CO does not follo
such a pronounced bond-order conservation trend and ex
its only slight differences in bond strength at bridge and c
sites. As has already been pointed out by Seitsonenet al.,
this might be related to the specific CObr adsorption geom-
etry, which in the here considered (131) phase is an asym
metric bridge with the CO much stronger bound to only o
of the two neighboring Rubr atoms.35

C. Surface phase diagram

Before proceeding to set up the surface phase diagram
evaluating Eq.~3! for any (mO,mCO), we start by summariz-
ing the previously reported effect of a just-oxyge
containing environment.9 In this special case, correspondin
to DmCO→2`, we have to consider the stability of th
aforedescribed three possible (131) oxide terminations –/–,
Obr/–, and Obr/Ocus as a function of the oxygen chemica
potential. From the computed surface free energies draw
dashed lines in Fig. 3 we see that in the allowed range
DmO delimited by the two vertical dotted lines@cf. Eq. ~9!#,
the mixed~RuO! plane termination –/– shown in the top
view in Fig. 2 is never stable, so that oxygen atoms w
always occupy at least all bridge sites, Obr/–, as long as the
surface is in equilibrium with the surrounding gas pha
Towards higherDmO oxygen atoms will additionally occupy
all cus sites, leading to the polar Obr/Ocus termination; cf.
Fig. 3. To give an impression of the corresponding pressu
required to stabilize this latter termination, we have also
cluded in Fig. 3 pressure scales as secondx axis for T
5300 K andT5600 K, the latter temperature correspon
ing to a typical annealing temperature frequently employ
in experimental studies of this system.14–17,19,33–35From

FIG. 3. Surface free energies of the three only O involvi
RuO2(110)-(131) terminations~dashed lines! and of three O and
CO involving surface geometries~solid lines!. Corresponding ge-
ometries are explained in the left and right panels of Fig. 1, resp
tively. The dotted vertical lines indicate the allowed range of ox
gen chemical potential@cf. Eq. ~9!#, while DmCO50.0 eV,
corresponding to very-CO-rich conditions. In the topx axis, the
dependence onDmO(T,pO) has been cast into pressure scales
fixed temperatures ofT5300 K andT5600 K.
7-5
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these scales we deduce that the stoichiometric Obr/– termi-
nation, which was frequently prepared and studied in U
studies,14–17,19,33–35is primarily the end result of a high
temperature anneal in UHV, whereas at atmospheric O2 pres-
sures the surface exhibits additionally oxygen atoms at
cus sites.

Extending our analysis now to the two-compone
(O2,CO) environment, we fix the CO chemical potential fi
to DmCO50.0 eV, corresponding to very-CO-rich cond
tions. This allows us not only to conveniently draw the s
face free energies of three most stable O and CO contai
geometries into Fig. 3~solid lines!, but gives also the low-
g(T,$pi%) limit for these phases. As explained in Sec. III A
in this CO-rich limit the C chemical potential is determine
by the equilibrium with graphite belowDmO521.2 eV and
with CO above, which is why the corresponding three lin
in Fig. 3 exhibit a kink at this value. Even in the show
CO-rich limit, the CObr/– phase due to CO adsorption
only the energetically more favorable bridge sites~cf. Table
II ! is barely more stable than the hitherto considered pur
terminations. This changes, if CO is additionally present a
at the cus sites, as we find the completely CO cove
CObr/COcus surface to have a low surface free energy at le
at low O chemical potential. Towards higherDmO the third
geometry exhibiting O atoms at the bridge sites and CO
the cus sites, Obr/COcus, becomes finally even more stabl
cf. Fig. 3.

Allowing ~in addition toDmO) variations ofDmCO away
from the CO-rich limit, the two-dimensional graph in Fig.
is extended into the three-dimensional one shown in Fig
in which g(T,$pi%) is given as a function of (DmO,DmCO).
This implies, obviously, that the contents of Fig. 3 are co
tained as a special case in Fig. 4, in fact as the surface
energy dependence along the frontx axis of the latter figure.
With decreasing CO chemical potential—i.e., lower CO co
tent in the gas phase—the CO involving surface phases
come increasingly less favorable, whereas the surface
energies of the two pure O terminations do of course
depend onDmCO. It is also worth pointing out that accord
ing to Eq. ~3! the slope with respect toDmCO of the plane
representing the CObr/COcus phase in Fig. 4 is twice that o
the plane of the Obr/COcus phase, given that the prior struc
ture contains double the amount of CO at the surface.
thoughDmCO could in principle be varied down to2`, we
only show in Fig. 4 the range to23.0 eV, as already at thi
value the pure O terminations have become most stable

FIG. 4. Surface free energies of the four stable geomet
shown in Fig. 1, as a function of (DmO ,DmCO).
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any DmO, indicating that the CO content in the gas pha
has become so low that no CO can be stabilized at the
face anymore.

Although Fig. 4 is instructive for understanding the exte
sion of the surface free energy dependence from a o
component to a two-component environment, the thr
dimensional nature of the plot does not allow easy acces
the really important information contained in it—i.e., whic
phase has the lowestg(T,$pi%) and is thus most stable for
given gas phase characterized byDmO andDmCO. This in-
formation is better obtained by only drawing the stabil
regions of the most stable phases, which corresponds
projection of the lowest surface free energies in Fig. 4 o
the (DmO,DmCO) plane. The resultingsurface phase dia-
gram is drawn in Fig. 5. At the lowest CO chemical pote
tials shown, so little CO is present in the gas phase that
simply recover the previously discussed surface structure
pendence onmO in a pure O2 atmosphere. In other words, th
stoichiometric Obr/– phase is stable at low O chemical p
tential, while higher O2 pressures stabilize additional oxyge
at the surface, leading to the Obr/Ocus phase. Increasing the
CO content in the gas phase, CO is first bound at the
sites. This is easier at low O chemical potentials, where th
sites are free, but is harder at higherDmO where also oxygen
atoms compete for adsorption at the cus sites. As a re
towards higherDmO the Obr/COcusphase becomes only mor
stable than the Obr/Ocus phase at progressively higher C
chemical potentials; cf. Fig. 5. Finally, under very reduci
conditions~high DmCO, low DmO) CO is able to substitute
O also at the bridge sites, yielding the completely CO co

s

FIG. 5. Surface phase diagram of stable and metastable s
tures of RuO2(110) in (mO ,mCO) space. The additional axes at th
top and right give the corresponding pressure scales atT5300 K
and 600 K. The white regions close to the boundaries betw
different stable phases mark phase coexistence conditions, whe
least 10% of the respective other phase is also present at the su
at T5300 K. Regions marked by white hatching are particula
strongly affected by kinetics~see text!. The white dotted line marks
the stability limit of bulk RuO2 with respect to CO-induced decom
position: In the upper left part above this line, RuO2 is only meta-
stable.
7-6
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ered CObr/COcus surface. Additionally shown in Fig. 5 is th
line marking the instability of RuO2 with respect to CO-
assisted decomposition at highDmCO ~white dotted line!.
From the location of this line we see that the complete s
bility region of the CObr/COcusphase~including the graphite-
formation region hatched in black! and large parts of the
Obr/COcus phase correspond already to metastable situa
that will not prevail for long under realistic conditions.

The surface phase diagram in Fig. 5 summarizes the
results of the present work. However, before proceeding
discuss the physics contained in it, we like to discuss
accuracy of our theory. As stated in Sec. II C, the numer
uncertainty in the surface free energies due to the DFT b
set and the supercell approach is about65 meV/Å2. If we
allow the four planes shown in Fig. 4 to shift by this valu
with respect to each other, the resulting intersections—
the phase boundaries—would shift within the white regio
drawn in Fig. 5. We have added additional axes in Fig
indicating the pressure scales atT5300 K and 600 K. From
these scales it becomes apparent that at room temper
our computational uncertainty may very well correspond
even a few orders of magnitude in pressure. On the o
hand, this is only so because atT5300 K these one or two
orders of magnitude in pressure sample only a vanishin
small part of phase space. In general, we believe that Fi
illustrates quite nicely that our numerical inaccuracy do
not affect the general structure of the obtained phase diag
at all—even if it would, it would just mean that we woul
have to increase our basis set.

This error analysis does not yet include the more ba
deficiency of DFT—namely, the approximate nature of t
exchange-correlation functional. To this end, we have a
computed the surface phase diagram not with a gradi
corrected functional, but with the local-density approxim
tion ~LDA !.36 The result~obtained by a complete geomet
reoptimization of all structures using the LDA lattice co
stants! is shown in Fig. 6 and is very similar to the GG
results ~Fig. 5!. It is worth pointing out that the absolut
surface free energies for the different phases obtained w

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but now computed using the LDA
exchange-correlation functional.
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the LDA are up to 20 meV/Å2 higher than the GGA results
However, their differences, which ultimately determine t
positions of the phase boundaries, differ only little. Althou
this LDA and GGA comparison does not provide a quanti
tive assessment of the remaining error that is due to the
proximate treatment of exchange and correlation, the
tained small difference strongly suggests that the D
accuracy for this phase diagram is rather high. In line w
our previous analysis9 we therefore conclude that the ap
proximate nature of the exchange-correlation functional m
affect the exact phase transition temperatures and pres
~with a typical uncertainty of6100 K and 1–2 orders o
magnitude in pressure!, but does not affect the overall struc
ture of the obtained phase diagram.

D. Surface phase diagram, kinetics, and catalysis

The main outcome of the preceding section is the surf
phase diagram of RuO2(110) in ‘‘constrained thermody-
namic equilibrium’’ with an environment formed of O2 and
CO in the complete range of experimentally accessible
phase parameters. Kinetic effects due to catalytic CO ox
tion at the surface may obviously cause deviations from
situation, and we will show in the following how the ob
tained surface phase diagram may be analyzed to iden
corresponding regions in (T,pO2

,pCO) space where such ki
netic effects may become crucial and/or a high catalytic
tivity may be expected.

In general, the surface will be close to our ‘‘constrain
thermodynamic equilibrium’’ with the reactant gas phase,
long as the on-surface CO2 formation is the rate-limiting
step. Then, adsorption and desorption of the reactants
occur frequently on the time scale of the reaction event,
lowing the chemical potentials of gas phase and adsor
particles to equilibrate. In this context we note that the o
proper definition of thermodynamic equilibrium is this equa
ity of chemical potentials. This is not equivalent to sayi
that the adsorption rates of O and CO or the desorption r
of O and CO are equal. This would only be true if no oth
channels for removing the particles from the surface exis
Instead, in catalysis we can have the situation that desorp
and reaction compete with adsorption, but this must not n
essarily mean that the chemical potentials of the react
couldn’t still equilibrate with the ones in the gas phase~pro-
vided the reaction event rate is low!.

On the other hand, if the final reaction step is not ra
limiting and the bottleneck of the reaction would, e.g.,
given by the adsorption process~es!, adsorbate~s! would be
faster consumed by the final reaction than replenished by
slow adsorption from the gas phase. Under such conditio
the adsorbate concentration can be much lower or due
preferential adsorption much different to what is predicted
a thermodynamic theory. Still, in the present case the kin
effects will even then be restricted to the immediate surf
population at bridge and cus sites, provided one stays wi
the range of the RuO2 bulk stability discussed in Sec. III A—
i.e., below the dotted white line in Fig. 5: the creation
vacancies in the oxide bulk lattice is simply too costly; c
the binding energy of O3 f in Table II. A Mars–van-Krevelen-

s
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KARSTEN REUTER AND MATTHIAS SCHEFFLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 045407 ~2003!
type mechanism, where the oxidation reaction is noticea
dependent on oxygen diffusion through the bulk,37 appears
therefore rather unlikely for RuO2(110) in a more oxidizing
gas phase (DmO.DmCO). Only if the steady-state reaction
run under gas phase conditions close to the dotted instab
line in Fig. 5 would we expect this to become different,
which case also oscillations between metallic and oxi
state might become perceivable.38

E. Catalytically most active regions

Analyzing the surface phase diagram in Fig. 5 along
lines described in the preceding section, the part of
Obr/COcus phase below the dotted instability line appears
be a likely region in (T,pO,pCO) space where catalysi
might be most efficient: In contrast to all other phases, b
reactants are then adsorbed at the oxide surface, indicatin
dominant reaction mechanism COcus1Obr→CO2. We will
show below that the CO2 formation energy barrier for this
process is noticeable~1.25 eV, in good agreement with th
result of Liu, Hu, and Alavi20!. Furthermore, the energy t
create vacancies in the O-bridge layer is rather high~2.37
eV; cf. Table II!, so that we would expect the surface to
rather close to the ‘‘constrained equilibrium’’ situation und
such gas phase conditions.

The mechanism between Obr and COcus has already been
suggested on the basis of extensive UHV expe
ments,15–19,34,35where it had initially been characterized as
Mars–van-Krevelen-type reaction, given that Obr is adsorbed
at the bridge sites which correspond to a continuation of
bulk oxide lattice stacking. As most of the experiments w
not conducted at steady state, but employed CO postdo
in UHV,15–18,34,35a further reduction of the surface was al
reported, in which after Obr had been reacted off, CO subs
quently occupied also the bridge sites.17–19,35While this is
fully compatible with the higher binding energy of CO at th
bridge sites~cf. Table II!, the phase diagram in Fig. 5 revea
that under consideration of the environment an extrem
large CO/O2 partial pressure ratio~corresponding to an al
most pure CO atmosphere! would be required to really be
able to stabilize CO at the bridge sites in the CObr/COcus

phase; cf. the given pressure scales. Even then such a s
tion would not prevail for long under realistic conditions,
RuO2 is then already instable against CO-assisted decom
sition into Ru metal.

Hence, the initially identified part of the Obr/COcus phase
is still a more likely candidate for a catalytically active r
gion. The question remains if this is already the part in (T,p)
space where we expect the RuO2 catalysis to be most effi
cient. In this respect we note that a so-called stable phas
our thermodynamic approach is not stable on a microsco
scale, but represents an average over fluctuations of elem
tary processes such as dissociation, adsorption, diffusion
sociation, and desorption. As all these processes and
interplay2 are of crucial importance for catalysis, regions
(T,$pi%) space where such fluctuations are particularly p
nounced are expected to be most important. This will be
case under gas phase conditions, which correspond to
gions in the computed surface phase diagram close to bo
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aries between different stable phases: At finite temperatu
the transition from one phase to the other will not be abr
in (DmO,DmCO) space, but over a pressure range in wh
the other phase gradually becomes more populated. The
sulting phase coexistence at the catalyst surface could
lead to a significantly enhanced dynamics, in which ev
additional reaction mechanisms~in case of microscopically
coexisting phases! or reaction fronts~in case of domain pat-
tern formation! might become operational.

Assuming a canonic distribution of the two competin
phases9 we estimated the region on both sides of the bou
aries in which the respective other phase is present at lea
a 10% concentration. Coincidentally, atT5300 K these re-
gions have the same extension as the white regions alre
drawn in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 to denote our numerical unc
tainty. Concomitantly, one of these boundary regions~the
one between the Obr/COcus and the Obr/Ocus phases, hence
forth termed cus boundary!, for which we would thus expec
an enhanced dynamics, falls just into gas phase regions
which the exceptionally high turnover rates over working R
catalysts have been reported—i.e., for ambient pressure
an about equal partial pressure ratio.11,12 Along this cus
boundary both reactants compete for adsorption at the
sites. Provided the rather low lateral interactions betwe
neighboring cus sites described in Sec. III B a microsco
coexistence of both phases appears then likely; i.e., ne
boring cus sites could be occupied independently by eithe
or CO. This would open up an additional reaction chan
COcus1Ocus→CO2, which had already been observed as
dominant mechanism in UHV experiments on preoxidiz
RuO2(110), as long as Ocus atoms where available on thes
surfaces.17,19

Below we report a rather low barrier of 0.9 eV for th
process, so that Ocus atoms can react away rapidly und
these conditions. If the filling of empty sites with CO wi
also be fast as is the case in the hatched region of
Obr/Ocus phase close to the cus boundary, then the surf
will not be close to the constrained thermodynamic equil
rium situation and the real Ocus concentration may be muc
lower than suggested in Figs. 5 and 6. From our argumen
therefore expect high catalytic activity in this region, but al
note that here coverage and structure~i.e., the very dynamic
behavior! must be modeled by statistical mechanics. A
though the equilibrium approach thus breaks down just
this most interesting region, we see that it still enables u
rationalize under which gas phase parameters highest act
is to be expected.

While this already helps to embed the UHV measu
ments into the catalytic context, the phase diagram also
lows to systematically analyze when and how the press
gap may be bridged in corresponding experiments: nam
when it is assured that one stays within one phase regio
along one particular phase boundary, assuming that then
same reaction mechanism will prevail. For example, at
about equal partial pressure ratio of O2 and CO a decrease o
ambient gas phase pressures over many orders of magn
will at room temperature only result in a wandering close
the cus boundary in (DmO,DmCO) space; cf. Fig. 5. Corre-
spondingly, we would conclude that similar reaction ra
7-8
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COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE RuO2(110) . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 045407 ~2003!
should result, as has indeed recently been noticed by W
et al.19 when comparing their UHV steady-state kinetic da
with high-pressure experiments of Zang and Kisch.39

However, from Fig. 5 it is also obvious that withou
knowledge of a (T,$pi%) phase diagram, as, e.g., provided
the present work, a naive bridging of the pressure gap
simply maintaining an arbitrary constant partial pressure
tio of the reactants may easily lead to crossings to ot
phase regions and in turn to uncomparable results. In
respect it is particularly important to notice that, e.g., the
boundary doesnot exactly fall on the equal partial pressu
ratio line. There is no reason it should, and already aT
5600 K the same aforedescribed decrease of ambient
phase pressures would bring one rapidly away from the
boundary until at UHV pressures one even ends up d
inside the stability region of the Obr/– phase; cf. Fig. 5. Con
sequently, the computed phase diagram leads us to pr
that kinetic measurements at this temperature and UHV p
sures will result in a very low catalytic activity, as under su
conditions no CO can bind to the surface anymore. T
reactivity would then, however, be contrasted by the
tremely high turnover numbers reported for working R
catalysts close to ambient pressures at exactly the s
temperature11,12—in other words, a typical pressure ga
situation.

F. Reaction mechanisms

In the course of the preceding section two likely oxidati
mechanisms have been identified, in which COcus reacts with
oxygen adsorbed at either a neighboring bridge or a ne
boring cus site. As apparent from Fig. 2 both channels m
be viewed as taking place along high-symmetry lines para
to the surface: along the@ 1̄10# direction for reaction with Obr

~dashed line! and along the@001# direction for reaction with
Ocus ~dotted line!, respectively. We also allowed the CO ax
to tilt and found that this was only important for the energ
ics for a tilt along@ 1̄10# ~reaction with Obr) and @001# ~re-
action with Ocus). Even assuming the underlying oxide su
strate as rigid, we are then facing at least a six-dimensio
problem, involving as one possible choice the following
of variables: lateral and vertical position of Ccus, lateral and
vertical position of the adsorbed O, as well as the CO bo
length and the polar angle of the CO molecular axis w
respect to the surface. In order to shed more light on
importance of the two possible reaction mechanisms we
ceed to determine their respective transition state~TS! using
large (132) unit cells to decouple the periodic images of t
reacting species. Within these cells, we map out the pote
energy surface~PES! along two reaction coordinates—
namely, the lateral positions of the Ccus and the adsorbed
oxygen within the given reaction plane—while minimizin
the energy at each point with respect to all remaining deg
of freedom ~including a full relaxation of the underlying
oxide lattice!.

Figure 7 shows the mapped PES for the reaction COcus

1Obr→CO2, which according to our phase diagram is like
for a large range of gas phase parameters correspondin
the stability region of the Obr/COcus phase. The total latera
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distance between a neighboring cus and bridge site is 3.2
~cf. Fig. 2!, and we find the TS at a rather large lateral Ccus

displacement of 1.44 Å, while the Obr atoms move only by
0.21 Å away from their equilibrium position. As shown i
the inset of Fig. 7 the Rucus-Ccusdistance is therefore remark
ably lengthened at the TS~2.40 Å compared to 1.99 Å at th
initial state!, whereas the Rubr-Obr distance is only slightly
stretched~1.98 Å compared to 1.92 Å!. Looking at the bind-
ing energies compiled in Table II, we can identify as o
reason for this asymmetric behavior the significantly larg
binding energy for Obr compared to COcus. Nevertheless, we
compute a rather low reaction barrier of 1.25 eV for th
process, which compares favorably with the value of 1.15
reported in an earlier pseudopotential study by Liu, Hu, a
Alavi employing a constrained minimization for th
Obr-COcus bond length.20 As also pointed out in that work
already this mechanism on RuO2(110) should have a highe
reactivity than the Ru~0001! surface, for which the CO oxi-
dation barrier was computed to be 1.45 eV in ap(232)
cell.40

Turning to the second mechanism COcus1Ocus→CO2, we
notice that the TS location in Fig. 8 has strongly shift
compared to the one displayed in Fig. 7. At the TS also
Ocus atoms have now moved laterally by 0.73 Å stretchi
their bond length from 1.70 Å at the initial state to 1.79 Å,
that the Rucus-Ccus bond length needs only to be increased
2.08 Å in comparison to the 2.40 Å required for the pri
reaction. This difference can again be understood by look
at the binding energies listed in Table II, from where t
much lower bond strength of Ocus becomes apparent, whic
should facilitate an easier displacement in comparison to
much stronger bound Obr atoms. In line with the thus ex
pected higher reactivity of the Ocus atoms, we indeed find a
much lower barrier of only 0.89 eV for this mechanism.

FIG. 7. Potential energy surface for the reaction COcus1Obr

→CO2. The lateral positions of Ccus and Obr along the@ 1̄10# direc-
tion connecting the cus site with the neighboring bridge site~cf. the
dashed line in Fig. 1! have been constrained, fully relaxing all re
maining degrees of freedom. Actually calculated points are in
cated by white circles. The energy zero corresponds to the in
state at~0.00 Å, 3.21 Å! and the transition state geometry is show
in the inset~only the atoms lying in the reaction plane itself a
drawn as three-dimensional spheres!.
7-9
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In view of the surface phase diagram shown in Figs. 5 a
6, this COcus1Ocus→CO2 reaction is primarily expected un
der the phase coexistence conditions along the cus boun
Concomitantly, it is also gas phase parameters that co
spond to this cus boundary, for which the exceptionally h
turnover numbers over working Ru catalysts have b
reported.11,12 Obtaining a particularly low barrier for a reac
tion mechanism that may preferably be operational un
just these conditions fits thus not only nicely to the obser
high reactivity, but also underlines, as a specific exam
that the enhanced dynamics in phase coexistence reg
might be crucial to understand the function of surfaces un
realistic conditions.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion we have computed afirst-principles-based
phase diagram of the lowest-energy surface structure
RuO2(110) in the ‘‘constrained equilibrium’’ with an envi
ronment formed of O2 and CO. Depending on the chemic
potentials of both gas phase species a number of diffe
surface phases are found, ranging from two different exc
sively O containing terminations to a completely CO cove
surface. We showed how this surface phase diagram ca
analyzed to identify gas phase conditions where kinetic
fects due to the CO oxidation reaction may become cru
and/or a high catalytic activity can be expected. In view
the possibly enhanced dynamics, we emphasize the par
lar importance of phase coexistence regions close to bo
aries in the computed surface phase diagram, and sug
that a reliable bridging of the pressure gap is possible, p
vided that one stays within one phase region or along
particular phase boundary.

Concerning the specific application to the CO oxidati
over RuO2(110) we showed that the gas phase paramet

FIG. 8. Potential energy surface for the reaction COcus1Ocus

→CO2. The lateral positions of Ccus and Ocus along the@001# di-
rection connecting two neighboring cus sites~cf. the dotted line in
Fig. 1! have been constrained, fully relaxing all remaining degr
of freedom. The actually calculated points are indicated by wh
circles. The energy zero corresponds to the initial state at~0.00 Å,
3.12 Å! and the transition state geometry is shown in the inset~only
the atoms lying in the reaction plane itself are drawn as thr
dimensional spheres!.
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for which exceptionally high turnover numbers have expe
mentally been reported, correspond to phase coexiste
conditions at the catalyst surface, in which the react
COcus1Ocus→CO2 may be active in addition to the hithert
favored COcus1Obr→CO2. For the prior mechanism we ca
culate a significantly lower barrier of 0.89 eV compared
the 1.25 eV for the latter channel, which for this speci
example underlines that phase coexistence conditions m
indeed be relevant to understand the reactivity of this cata
surface.

Our analysis exemplifies that calculations of the kind p
sented in this work can be used to identify important react
steps at any given (T,$pi%) in the gas phase and to alread
explain a number of experimental findings on the surfa
reactivity. Yet a real microscopic description of catalysis c
only be obtained by subsequent computations of the kine
of the manyfold of possible elementary processes, as we
simulations addressing the statistical interplay among th
To obtain meaningful results from the latter type of stud
the consideration of all relevant atomistic steps is crucial,
identification of which will be greatly facilitated by the pre
requisite of knowing the various stable surface phases
equilibrium with the given gas phase.

APPENDIX

Consider a system withN surface sites and a small num
ber ofn defect or adsorbate sites (n!N). Then, the configu-
rational entropySconfig is given by

Sconfig5kB ln
~N1n!!

N!n!
. ~A1!

If we defineAsite as the surface area per site, the configu
tional entropy per surface area is

TSconfig

NAsite
5

kBT

NAsite
ln

~N1n!!

N!n!
. ~A2!

For N,n@1 we can apply the Stirling formula which gives

TSconfig

NAsite
5

kBT

Asite
F lnS 11

n

ND1S n

ND lnS 11
N

n D G . ~A3!

The expression in the square brackets varies between 0@for
(n/N)50] and 1.2@for (n/N)510%]. Thus, the configura
tional entropy

TSconfig

Asite
,1.2

kBT

Asite
. ~A4!

For RuO2(110), considering two sites~bridge and cus!
per (131) unit cell implies thatAsite510.03 Å2. Corre-
spondingly, we deduce a configurational contribution to
surface free energy of less than 5 meV/Å2 for any T
,1000 K. This is negligible everywhere in the phase d
gram apart from the phase coexistence regions.
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